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The theory of relativity,
I might a? Well confess, 
Tho very fascinating stuff. 
Is proving quite a stress.

"All motion must be relative."
"The speed of light is fixed." 
"Men’s speeds are far too small to 
Shake until thoroly mixed. count."

The book lies open by my side;
The thoughts churn in my head.
I think I’m getting nowhere fact— 
I should have stood in bedI
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C3UT0UR (subtitled The Shape ox Things tho this xs hardly necessary 10c pur
poses of identifying this zine) is published by The Hodgepodge Press for the 
Fantasy Amateur Press Association end a few friends who were so foolish as to 
request copies. All material not otherwise identified is the editor.’s. Art 
is done by the person whose signature appears urori it, and if sipped ri th a 
K. I have had to blow it up, reduce it, or some such.' The editor of this is 
Bob Pavlat, whose mailing address is 6001 43 rd ■ venue, Hyattsville, ”d, This 
is ’.lumber 1, Spring 1950, intended for the 51st FAP/ mailing.

nBeardmutterings I nhemvtteredinbisbeardwhenfirsthGheardo'fbeardmutterr.uttr rings

One of the many reasons I have wanted to publish a fanzine is because of 
the chance to write editorials. I love to write editorials. Heck, in editor
ials one can talk about the shape of things till he (one) is blue in the face. 
And there are so many things to be talked about. Politics, red beaded women, 
sports, Croutch, hydrogen bombs, P.otsler’s nekkid women, Russia, education, 
blondes and brunettes, price support vs. the gold standard, nudes vs. nekkid 
women, flying saucers, neckties, the fact that_______ is rapidly going to the 
dogs, etc. Since I mention it, I believe that stf is largely' going to the dogs, 
but that’s far too broad a topic for an editorial.

One of the other reasons I wanted to publish•a fanzine was so that I could 
get in the FAPA and be sure of getting such items as v:ild Hair, /hl Sweet Idiocy, 
Sky Hook, Horizons, Primal, Basque, etc. (tho several of these were never seen 
until a couple of mailings ago.) I am now getting these, and wishing to con
tinue, must publish something.

Conny is intended to be primarily a personal opinion effort, tho I rould 
like to run about 1/4 outside material. The ^oems by.^hyllis T^ing a nd the car
toon by Derry came as con piste surprises to me, as did the various snail sketches 
hiter and yon thru the zine. Y'ith luck, I may wind uo • ith a cover. In any 
case, I think that this issue \ ill nretty well represent .hat you can expect 
to find in tho future, a letter colu; n will be establishes’ if there seems to 
be any reason for it.

I rather regret not having had previous fan publishing experience. There 
was, of course, Hazing Stories, out Derry and I aren’t cuite sure -bo edited 
it, and are rabidly drawing bo the conclusion that it wasn’t edited, being 
instead a figment of Kerkhof’s imagination.

Speaking of Kerkhof, he is running this off for me. Frank has the keys 
to about 8 electric mimeos, so the zines can really roll. Trouble is, only 
about four of the club members have taken the trouble to learn how to run them.

Incidentally, Hazing is now dead, tho it is subject to revival if ve ever 
feel that the convention situation warrants it. Derry and I are both of the 
opinion that the convention is the most important single expression of fandom, 
and take tha.t part of fanning seriously. (The major purpose of conventions is 
to entertain ft.ns, and entertainment, to us, is c serious matter.)

I hope I never write another editorial of this type, ’ven I rm getting 
bored. Time to quit, but I want to make one last remark. For the first few 
issues Conn;' will probably take on a variety of a spects—colored paper, jus
tified copy, cover, no cover, contents pa ge/no contents page, two columns, 
etc. Don’t let it worry you, she will eventually hit r rut end stick there. 
’Twill prebably be the deepest rut available, one .here no effort st. all is 
involved to stick there. After all that experimentation, she’ll rrobsblr look 
exactly like she does today.



"EI F/1 COlVr TTCT?

(The following is partly copied frot ■ letter of mine to Redd norre, which 
wf inspired by his "The Hydra’s head .. / professional index ..” in the 
Bloomington News-Letter, No. lb, October, 1945. If this were ,?UFnroj ^5"this 
would probably be called "Rejected:” Dean Boprs,” and if this were. that sane zine a 
couple of years earlier it would probably also be mentioned the t this is being typed 
on my first, tnd at resent, only cellophane. steucxl. resurected one at that!)

On the back of this page there is a little cartoon drawn by Chick Derry 
some six months ago. It is not a particularly ’’nice” cartoon, slamming, as it 
does, both professionals and the "Hiss Science-Fiction” idea, As so many good 
things do, it bets part of its effect by over-emphesis. I do not think that 
professionals hre •-•articular] y anxious to get either the conventions or the 
money from such conventions. Of the twenty or so authors, editors, artists 
and agents that I have met at various and assorted conventions, onlr tvo ’ ould 
be classifiable as anxious to grab the conventions, k third -erson I kno" by 
refute to be in the same category. One other is either misled, or is not the 
person he seems to ce when met and talked to. /Il four of these professionals 
are Hydra members. This is not a blanket condemnation of H/dra by any means. 
I have nothing but the highest reg rd for such Hydra members as 'er- in, Roth
man, G.O.Smith, and Jin: ; illiams. ((/.Il based on a late ’48 membership list.]) 
Nor do I intend to condemn by not naming, for I’m including only people whom 
I know, even tho only slightly, and I knov. less than hr If of the- Hydra members.

To 
re-ask an old cuestion—one I’ve answered in several different v.e rs myself—whrt 
is the purpose of conventions?

Primarily, they exist to entertain the attendees. 
Parts of such entertainment are the fangabs, chances to meet other fans, chances 
to pick up original drawings, manuscripts, etc., chances to drink in convivial 
company, play poker, get away from the wife for i few days, etc. Not least is 
the chance to meet, listen to, tad talk to the various professionals present.

At 
least, that’s my idea of conventions. David Kyle a>.arently thinks they, at least 
partly, exist for the ruroose of populi rizing stf. Po, apparently, do many other 
fans—and perhaps they’re right. I for one don’t care if stf is ever ••'onularized, 
due to s feeling best characterized by bongs’ "Craters’ of the oon." That .is not 
a (or the) major purpose of t stf convention, however, any । ore tbn the major 
(or any)purpose of American Legion conventions is to onularize the /njerican 
Legion. My old outfit, the 100th Division, doesn't throw conventions for the 
purpose of ponuL'rizing that now defunct outfit. Stf conventions are largely 
reunions, even tho the.re may not oe too much of the ’re-’ involved.

cu >ting from 
Boggs in BN-L: "As long as a good sho', is put on, it natters little ho produces 
and directs it." Probably a. professionally (author, editor, etc.) conducted 
convention ■■ould be better publicized, better run, and pos; iblv more interesting 
than are fan conventions. The profits from such a convention • ould largely go 
to the sponsoring group—and if they oo the work, I can see no objection to 
that.

Ph; t I do object to—and it’s about time that I ^.ot around to mentioning 
it—is (1) Some professionals, such as David Kyle and the others 1 ho sponsored 
the ". iss Science-Fiction" stunt, seem to think that fens are juvenile enough, 
or stupid enough, or something enough, to appreciate such stunts. From vhrt I 
saw at the Cinvention, they aren't. (?) / professional group, -hich would pro
bably hire people to get things done might be v.illing to hold the convention in

cont. on page 5
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cont. from page 3 

their locality year after year, and might succeed in their attempt to do this 
due to the good show they would nut on and the usual heavy proportion of loca? 
fans. This would, of course, deny the convention—except at rare intervals or 
in rare cases—to any fan more than 1000 or so miles from this city. ^3) There 
is at possibility that a professional group might want to exclude other pro
fessionals-. (Of.course -the same things can be said about fans, but the situa
tions vary greatlf in seriousness.)

Quoting further from Boggs' article: "...the 
more the professionals dominate the conventions, using them to propogandize the 
public about science-fiction’s growing popularity and appeal, the better it is 
for the fan field... .Science-fictionmay be winning new readers at a spectacular 
rate...but I have seen.no evidence that it is winning new fans....” Rodd then 
goes on to point out the poorness of recent fanzines, compared to prewar ones, 
and to state the conventions would, if properly promoted, "create fans out of 
casual readers." (underlining mine.)

I greatly doubt if‘ that is an excuse for 
letting professionals run conventions. Fans, from what I’ve seen, are born, 
not made. They may be pushed over the edge, but. not "created." It would seem— 
though it could well be faulty reasoning—that the fan who rc-ouired the least 
pushing would be the best fan, at least in the long run. Our present-dew con
vention setup would seem to attract that type fan who needed little pushing.

It 
may be that conventions don’t attract fans. I noticed no new products from Phil
adelphia, Toronto, or Cincinatti following their conventions. Conventions, instead 
seem to weed out the weaklings in the sponsoring city old-guard. Maybe they do 
bring in new club members, but apparently not hyperactive fans.

The only valid 
reason yet presented for the professionally produced convention is the show they 
might offer, and that, to me, is offset by the type of show it might be, and the 
danger of loosing the convention to a single city.

BillEvanstellsmethathegaveuponinterlineationsbecausethey veretooh; rdtoendupevenly

Boy’s Life—the Boy Scout magazine—has carried the following science-fic- 
tionally associated items recently:

A book review of Concuest of Rps.ce, which it 
reccomended, together with a plate from the book. 'Think it was the ^Target: 
Luna11 plate.)

That was in the December, 19.49 issue. In another issue at about 
the same time there was an article, "Exploring Jars," by S. Richardson.

In the 
February, 1950, issue, we find "Trail to the Stars" by Captain Burr Leyson, which 
covers the V-2 experiments, the V'AC corporal, ano possibly a couple'of other 
recent rockets—I don’t remember. In addition, the author expiring the space 
station concept and mechanics, the usefullness of such a station (worther pre
dictions, perfect vacuum for electronics experiments, space-travel station, etc.) 
and the possibility of its being not too far off.

Wonderful, how young they’re 
breaking them in nowadays, isn’t it?

My brother, age 15, won’t read stf.

: >>’ * * -a-
Wadde. ya do z . fa hem an ya haw,
When yer writin-ib thru' ! "’c ‘ Ya wish ya could draw,
But ya have 3 more lines to fillup? But cha can’t, so y? know that yer

stuck
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RETURN TO SENDER 

consisting of comments on the 50th FAPA mailing '

THE TA LIS?.1’AN: Personally commented upon. Excellent. SPACES RI'0’: I 
wonder if I could have done as -well at their age? Would favor an increase 
in Fapa comments and legibility, no personal objection to a general circu
lation zine as long as there ere eight or so pages of Fapa material nar 
•rear. (No, I don’t know what "Fapa material" is, but I don't believe that 
it is non-fannish fiction.) LIGHT: ''ore interesting than the previous 5-4‘• 
issues, primarily because of "Light Flashes." ’"hy that column interested me • 
this time and not before, I wouldn't know, HORIZONS: • Fapa, to a newcomer, 
seems to operate fairlz well under the quarterly set-up it now uses. Annual 
memberships would cause the troubles you mention, as well as allowing the 
s-t to let things slide (tho I imagine he could in any case). The treasury 
would fluctuate rather severely—tho that is not bad in end of itself—and 
you would apparently have to change the date of‘change of office. The main 
factor against the yearly system would be that Fa na would be subject to 
rapid changes of character, many old members dropping out and new ones coming 
in at a single mailing. Slow change- is always better. ’’ Football teams are 
more highly nredicta.ble than baseball teams, I believe. The Washington Sen
ators can beat the Yankees perhaps 1/4 of the tire (maybe), but could the ' 
Redskins beat the Bears 1/4 of the time, even assuming they played ?? games? 
I doubt it. TRE (UNSPEAKABLE) TEIHG: First time I've seen this, and- a pleas
ure it is to see a production joo like that, even including the reverse 1 of 
pp. 7 and 8. (I solemly swear to never again abbreviate in context except when 
I don’t kno^ how to spell the word). "The Turtle Started It" quite'.good, 
other contents, outside of those celling with your personal experiences of little 
interest to me, tho they might be more so if I knew more about Japanese: fantasy. 
How can you win? Hope the "girl/boy" doing fine. PINPy: Hilt, you're 
partly responsible for this issues' lead article. Eight have been postponed 
till Hazing 2 except for your article. £ TALE OF THE ^U. US: . Your character
ization was very poor this time around.

MOONSHINE; '"'onder where I remember the city of the Hfkmen .from? I 
don't believe that I as reading Flash Gordon at the time. F'NAPT: Dovghert'r 
will do. Do what? .Plenty of those cover jobs he's asking for, natch. "ould 
ask for some help myself Bob, if I had the faintest idea of ’•’hen anything 
else would issue from this address. Fi NTT "T Z&r; Compare Lewis ^the herd 
in "The Rumor" v?ith Evans' character. ’’ C-ver perspective t'd, about the 
poorest Kroll I've seen, tho still not bad. Tow docs Killer manage to get 
his 'touch' into even copy work? ASTRA1S TT7EP: "'hich brings u^ the’ Question 
of vfhether or not one underlines a.n apostrophe, • Think I will, if for no other 
reason than to prevent the appear.nee of an extra word, “'cw I notice that I 
underlined the one.in "F’NART" and consistency calls. '' "The Soun?"is one 
of the few (repeat: few) fantasy poems I've liked. M-TTfRn: How aid "F: p- 
anthology" manage to c.ome off the press of the Ra.pp. ho "is warped in some 
way?" 11 I don't believe tha.t mention of the world stfeon ha.s come up at 
rrSFA meetings more than once in the last three months. (It occurs to me now 
that a certain member has been a-bsent for ay proximately th< t length of tine. 
I wonder....) Anything gets tiring after a. while. '' Rothman pointed out in 
last (this?) mailing’s "Plenum" that fans can be either fans or pros, and 
vice versa, depending on the time and the situation. Hay I suggest that a fan 
may also be not a fan, depending on the situation. Then it comes to conven
tions, a "fan" is not a "fan" unless he is a member of the convention committee.
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?Jho should decide whore the next convention is to be held; c. person in South 
Gate who won't join a convention society because he sees no chance of attending, 
or a character in the District of Columbia who joins in spite of seeing no 
possibility of attending? I do not believe that the person in South Gate has 
any rights whatsoever in the choosing of a convention site, having disowned his 
interest in science-fiction conventions (for that year) by not prying his buck. 
Not a buck to fandom (whatever that is) but a buck toward a successful conven- . 
tion (I know what thrt is.) This guy, however, who gives his dollar to r non
convention-sponsoring NFFF is supposed to have i s much right in voting as either 
the person who belongs to only the convention or the person who supports both the 
convention and NFFF. I don't believe that NFFF hrs ever done much for conven
tions. Conventions, on the other hr nd, have done a hell of a lot for Neff. To 
get back on the subject, science-fiction conventions are primarily for THGS~ 
FANS THO ARE INTERESTED IN SCIENCE-FICTION CONVENTIONS. These neople, I fed, 
and only these people, should h«ve a vote concerning the convention site for the 
coming year. Thore t rc some others who have c rtf-in rights, of course: the 
professionals who by their mere presence help make the convention memorable 
certainly deserve a vote. Outside of a fe;; ill-defined people of this class, 
the only way to establish that a person is interested in a convention is to 
see if it is monetarily worth anything to the individual. If it isn't, v/hy 
should that person be priveledged to help decide where someone who he'S demon
strated a real interest in the convention is going to go next year? The 
objections to the convention society holding the voting seem to be well ta ken, 
however, which leaves things at about the same point, i.e., ”a third sector 
of fandom...prefering the present voting system, and trusting fandom's sense 
of fair play to see that the convention is rotated around the country," a 
"sense of fair play" that very nearly went afoul at the last convention. 
(Incidentally, merely to keep the record straight, Rog, when he was counting 
ballots at the Cinvention, called for a recount when the tally on the second 
ballot came out to GO for New York, 59 for r-ortland. The ballot was not 
found on the floor, in a pocket, etc. I was leaning breathlessly over Rog's 
shoulder at the time (personal interest) and would have dropped a ballot on 
the table had I thot of it, but naturally I didn't. I’m not sure of the 
identity, out I believe that it was Dr. Barrett's son, Jerr/, who had counted 
the Portland ballots, which possibly explains the error in the first count. 
(For those of you who are ’wondering, this is addressed mainly to Coswal and 
a statement of his in 1/te Night Final in the 49th mailing.))

FAN-DANGO: Seems that some of FooTLooses' snipping if becoming a near 
compulsion. Usually like the L-uey-Burhee outfit—I teethed on the Burbee 
Shaggie—but can't quite go for this. Like <ilt, I have trouble seeing the 
tongue. I can't cuitc forget the Washington (Raymond, that is) episode. 
THE INSIDER: Time Trep was on Tarkington stands for about a week, tho Glad
iator lasted a couple of months. Didn’t personally want the latter, didn't 
manage to obtain the former. ForIds '"ithin has been on the stands about a 
month at this writing (3/22.) CONSTITUTION OF....: Particularly appropriate 
for me at this time. THE F/NT/SI Au/TEUR. ’ j imagine that r neofsxn should 
beware of snip ing at the efforts of the five top fa pens? "Is cuite interes
ted in the report, on the •hole.

Migod 11' vedrawnthel inesandnowicantthinkofa singlegoodintcrl inea tiontoputinhere

As some of you may have noticed, fanzines are commented upon in the or
der listed in The Fantasy Amateur, in which they are currently listed in the 
order of receipt, I see no reason to change uhis system for the nostmailings, 
the first of which is:

MASQUE.combined with ...AND FOLLCT SLOTLY: The first Rotsler zine I've 
seen since Neophyte died aoorning. It's a nice•sensation to relieve the mail
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ing is just about over, and then suddenly find Something like this in your npfl 
box. ’’ Why the "V" on Masque's cover, Bill? Left over from the war effort? ’• 
The art, throughout Masque, is beautiful. (I don't know why I like it, but I 
know what I like.—And if there are any five faps who are ignorant about art, 
I’m one of them. But be that as it may, I'll still say I like your nudes—and 
otherwise—regardless of rot being able to sty why. (Because they’re nude?9) 
You could, of course, object to my doing so, but I imagine that the egoboo will 
(as V’illmorth once said about some money I sent him) ^be ac unted in the same 
spirit as it was offered.- ’’ Seem to oe veering, as well as wearing out the 
()s. Not only that, but for a minute there I donned my hostile facade. Proba
bly due to my _______  complex, the word fou fill in the_____ being governed by
your psychological school and on how often you don the same face.

four "Suggested Steps in Galactic Colonization of lew Planets." (1) "If 
unfriendly Military handles situation, if possible," In oth r words, the author 
assumes that (a) we intend to exploit the planet ( 'else why would we land?) and 
(b^ thc.t our Terran science is sup reme ('else ’why chance antagonizing alien 
cultures?) Your ooint five, apportioning of land according to need is both too 
CmitalisLio and too Socialistic to suit conservetiv:lr liberal blood. The 7.F. 
homesteading background should offer at lev st a guide for solution of this pro
blem. '' Best oics; Gal ourosite editorial nagi, end of editorial page, three 
cowled figures 'best in issue,) Kley-type ’inning’s, gal in chains, babe on 
page because "I liked the picture", land Jones sketch, period. Bill, your hands 
end arms need improvement in m< ny of your pictures—especially hands. '' "Smwn 
of the Blue Tiger" strictly wonderful, "Sin" frankly lousy. "Oh, Don't Bother 
Getting up" is a beautiful idea, Second verse (stanza?) "hooray, again for 
judgement day, kith little whispers 'Think we may Do f one-shot fanzine right 
this minute?'" etc. reminds me of Sr^r's 1945-or-so nomination for immortality 
of somebody's ^Brec thes there a fan ith soul so dead, that never to himself has 
said: 'Think I'll start another far zine'?".

SPADES z f a? I OF \ f f ^2 /L • ■ >?•

Department of corrections, explanations, auditions, and nos?ibly, apologies.

I was going to run on thru the rest of the pos trailing, but left the bundle 
at a friends house, so I guess I won't do so. Failing tin^ is now drawing near 
anyhow. Till have comments on those zines either in the rostmailed Bobolings, 
if I gc-t it out, or in some fanzine next mailing.

Somehow, I missed Redd's 
Compromise in MINDTARP. First, how does he plan to locate "all fans" or hat 
will be the criteria, for a fen. Troops, Ise t-r t that is defined in noint 
three. Anyhow, I still f-.sl that only Convention Coi < itteo members should have 
any voice. If NFFF wents to earn its keep, why not noil those people /ho 
join? ’’ 25'J seems like an rv.ful lot for NFFF, I think 20r- for them ano 
for next years sponsors would be more e uitable. Don't believe T>11 enter this 
discussion tho. I’m prejudiced.

No interlineation this time.
In November

of 1942 the last copy of the Swisher checklist vts published. I think it is 
about time that thet project was started up ag? in. I'm willing to do it. 
fanzine files are, to put it mildly, incomplete, so I’ll need a good bit of help 
on the years from 1942 to d;te. Some has already been promised, and the project 
is started. Many more personal letters and rec nests ’•.ill be sent within the 
next six months (I'm doing MA work if you wonder .h/ the delay.> This is a
blanket request tho—will you help? That fanzines will you be willing to bring
up to date from '42? Letters or FAPA (or Saps, since I have access to their
mailings) comments appreciated.
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MAYBE IT’LL HAVE’ A TITLE NEXT TIME

Dear Coswal,

I've thot for quite a .hile about the various possible methods of filling 
10-12 pages in the first issue of Conny, and an open letter to someone seemed 
like a good idea. There : re : couple of things I wanted to sa r to you anyhow, 
end an open letter s .emed to be a good plrc- to kill two birds with one stone. 
I only hone that I can make this of enough general interest th* t Fa-no -.-ill not 
object to a series of them. I don’t know who I would unt to rite n^xt time, 
there are several possibilities. Unmade co ments do seem to pile up, st least 
in my case.

Tint, of course, is the reason for this letter. 
Tot being too much of r letter riter, I have made 
few or no comments to anyone on their material in • 
the 48th. rnd 49th mailings. In some cas-s that was 
because there \:i : nothing to co. i ent upon, but in 
most cases it was due to my own inertia. In /our case, 
I’m afraid I’ll erv ."s be finding rn’nor things to 
mention.

The first item that comes to mind is one from 
your Li Th NIGHT FINAL, where you commented that 
palmcr h? d said he didn’t like the i c-.t of bringing 
out two bi-monthly megs, c -la-Verwin (at the time.) 
I I AGATE th; t rou h:vu her rd by now that he is . 
bringing out another uw'/. zinc, to alternate with 
OTHER ’ 1LDS, and to b^ called I’ AGI HTION. It will 
oc out either in June or in August, and will hrve p 
Bok cover, so Frieden says, I h; ve a punch that 
rs o is -Irndng yet a third mag, which y.111 see 
print oefore ’51,

Re your com,, eat thft the siting list had 
been hanging near ten, I wonder if it's an/ niece’ 
near th: t number now. As ne: rig as I can find without 
careful; checking of the latest mailing (which is im
possible since practically over/ 'MSF/n on the writ
ing list hrs part of it) eight or so ^eorle ; re out 
of FAPA, which should almost clean up the writing 
list.

Speaking oi the latest railing, be it here 
recorded th; t I did not get the »*ostmailing hich 
Donaldson complained of not getting. (Higgs?) 
whst kind of an activity requirement is that? I’ll 
•write for it, but it shouldn't be necessary.

Continuing with comments or LATE NIGHT FI”AL, 
I see th- t you uoubt your anility to • rite. Ap
parently somebody was once avfull/ rough on vour 
writing, ps I’ve seen similar com ents by you else
where. The widespread favorable reaction to aour 
Cinvention ramblings should be some indication that 

our writing does impress others, regrr-Jess of what 
burbee may say. This open letter be another in
dication that some fens are interested in, ; nd even 
impressed by sore of rour work.

Finally, we come to your review of FAZING FTOR- 
IES. As noted in the editorial, Derry : nd I take 
conventions seriously—much more so then ourselves. 
In ’’Get Your Progrsjn” Derry was, of course, serious.
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The only thing that was tongue in check was his answers to the various and 
assorted conventioneers. As you mi y hrve noticed, almost everyone was a com
posite of various Philcon attendees. (Torontonians, for some reason, did not 
get much mention.) He gets f br n[ out of 'll these cha ractcrs, md ’-ould, like 
me, sell his collection to go to a convention. 11 The Ultimate Investigation 
was not presented at the Convention because Q) Derry couldn't go, (9) Briggs 
couldn't go, (3) Pavlrl got the unexpected check enabling him to go the day 
before he left, and hadn’t planned to go till that time, and (4) the wive recor
der on which we had planner to record the UI, as an em- rgency measure, was busted. 
’’ Regarding the ’ ashington ’’Insurgents.” "hy do we rate that name from both, 
you and U.ney (and, I think, Rapp too)? Ve were objecting to only one facet 
of V'SFA, not the whole club. .Nor, we eventually discovered, were more than 
three or four people involved in th * t phase of club activities. ~ wonder what 
Derry, Briggs, myself, and me ybe a few others will do if WSFA votes for the '51 
convention? Nothing, nrobably. ’’ 've about decided to ki?l P-zing, lotting 
Thudding Blunder Stories take its niece. ?-e once decided to kill Fazinr neriod, 
but then ncople started to toll us they’d liked it, where before, with the 
exception of FAPA, there had been only a dull, dead, silence.

Re: your own and oth-rs’ comments on Fare's thumbs pointing up meaning 
death, I don't believe that anyone is yet sury of the answer to this. T 
rccall^MV^herc that the thumbs down signal meant that the victor was f' crop 
his weapons, i.e., let the vanquished live. Mere technical point, however. I’ll 
ride a-long with the majority.

I decided, at the end ci reading the fiftieth mailing, tn^t I culd from 
then on make marginal comments on ;;hat interested me. I am even more decided 
to do that nova, after spending half an hour trying to recall what I h'd we.nted 
to say about the INSIDER "Time” article. Such inute discrepancies in time 
would oe usable storywise. Take 1 eng distance detonation work a s an example, 
narticularly in "push-button” warfare. Surely unusual effects could be obtained 
if ? "'ashington General pushed a button which fired an atomic-boreb-crrr’ing 
rocket, tha.t rocket in the Black Hills, and that nerticu^ar area of the Black 
Hills 2 seconds (or is tha t too much of a. time discre;a icy?) behind "Washington. 
Or, perhaps, two seconds ahead L. la Thiotimoline,) Tc get very van Vogtish, 
a situation can be imagined where Washington.is one second ahead of Bismark, 
and two seconds ahead of L. A. Bismark, however, is one and a half seconds ahead 
of L. A. To complicate things, a scries reaction thru Bism'rk to L. /. from 
’"a shing ton takes three seconds. Sounds like fun maybe? So?' things almost that 
simple ha.ve occured in international finance, dm a guy can start with fl.00, 
change it into 16 different currencies, 'nd ..ind up with fl.01. (”ot much of 
a gain? Try starting with £1,000,900).

Finally, a comment on "identical copies.” It would seem th't the numese 
of that provision in the constitution was to make surr all members h? o. the same 
reading matter. Paper color or weight (you wouldn’t think of checkin? zines •
lot that, would you?) would not matter, as long as the material -as identical— 
errors and all. This would apparently call for printing of all copies from 
the same stencil (master, plates, etc.)

That seems to be all for this time Palter, see you in the mailing.

Sincerely,

AND th't is aill of Conny #1. Coming in future Hodgepodge ^rcss/Flder publi
cations are; "E'hy 1 Hate Stf," "A Passionate Vie.; of the Discla.ve," "DIANETICS: 
an analysis,” and Foo knows how many other articles of questionable worth. Our 
motto is: ”Dhen you see the symbol of the Hodgepodge Press, DUCK!”
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